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It’s	a	Tourist	Trail,		 	 	 	 	 From	Cowburn	Rigg	
It’s	a	working	farm,	 	 	 	 	 And	Cawburnshield	
It’s	a	battleground,		 	 	 	 	 From	Close-a	Burns	
It’s	a	place	to	live,	 	 	 	 	 			And	Crinkledykes,	
Where	each	man	kills	 	 	 	 	 						From	Bonnyrigg	
The	thing	he	loves	 	 	 	 	 					And	Beggar	Bog,	
And	Leisure’s	 	 	 	 	 	 													Aa’	the	way	








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































some words that might not be familiar		
	
	




















ewe	 	 	 female	sheep	
fat	lambs	 	 lambs	selected	for	slaughter	


























































tip	 	 	 another	word	for	a	tup	(ram);	also	the	verb	to	tip	(inseminate)	
tup	 	 	 a	ram	or	male	sheep;	mating	is	called	tupping	
twinter	 	 	 a	sheep	that	has	seen	two	winters	
two-shear	 a	sheep	that	has	had	two	shears	(also	three-shear,	four-shear	etc.)	
wall	gap	 	 a	section	of	stone	wall	that	has	fallen	











































It’s traditional: this show, this rain.  
 
Farmers hunched against the wet 
rivalry and friendship hand in glove,  
heads down, tups held firm. 
 
Raindrops fall from noses,  
knuckled grip on horns, bone on bone.  
 
Raddled rams shake off rain 
a spray of red  
and the scent of fell:  
heady, musty, masculine. 
 
A world within a world. 
 
Turn back the clock two hundred years: 
same space, same faces, same passion.  
 
Some call it heritage, some call it culture,  




























Clouds press fells   cocoon the valley 
 
 
Wet wool wet grass  wet sky 
 
 
Farmers in line 
Touch of fingers  hold tups still 
                 grace  in a cupped hand 
 
 
Weather hewn knuckles  
    curl on herdwick horns 
 
 
Names repeated  through centuries  



































It’s the most important time in the farming calendar. 
If we get it wrong now,  






















































You need good legs, one in each corner. A good colour, not too 





















A good mouth. You don’t want them having long teeth and a 














Problem is, everyone will be nodding for the good uns. You’ll 























Look at the power there boys, that’s a right tup! What a front 























































heat  breath  wool       
I am woven in 
eyes conversations        
pull the air in close 
 
I am penned in 
stilled to breathless       
with a hundred others 
          as the bidding 
rises 
 
this tup a favourite 
rises 
a good mouth 
rises 
a leg in each corner 
rises 
Turner Hall lineage 










lines of land 
















one double eight two, two two bid, two fifty, two fifty  
very good tup just doesn have a wife for it yet  
three three three bid, three fifty fifty, three fifty bid  
four four four bid, four fifty, OK at four hundred fifty  
four fiff fifty bid, at four fifty four, four four four  
fifty five n five double o, five hundred bid  
helluva mouth on that tup he says  
five five five fifty, six hundred bid, six bid six double o  
six six hundred pound, six fifty at six fifty, six five zero bid  
at six fifty bid we’ve riched six fifty, six fifty  
 
four year old, Glenn Wilk: six nineteen 
now - born here two year ago  
work for it this time eh  
four hundred, three, two hundred  
two hundred fifty bid, fifty bid, fifty pair, fifty bid  
eighty eighty bid, hundred one double oh bid  
one hundred bid, twenty twenty, one hundred n twenty  
at one twenty one hundred, one hundred twenty  
one hundred twenty bid  
same way bred as the last  
one hundred twenty, one hundred twenty bid  
last chance  
one fifty bid, one eight one eighty bid  
one more ull do it  
one hundred n eighty, one hundred n eighty bid  
last chance one hundred eighty  
going o sother n eh, one hundred n eighty  
got well he says, that ull give you some right uns he says  
one eight two hundred and two bid  
two bid, two hundred, two bid two hundred pound bid  















deep pockets, high hopes 
 
in their veins:  
 
land, hands, care, rain 
 














You’ll not find a farmer who wants to    



































Well, you have to choose which ewes to put to which tups. No 
good putting all the best ewes to all your best tups and leaving 
the poorer quality ewes to go with the weaker tups. You’ll match 
the less good ewes with a stronger tup if you want to improve 
their quality. 
 
Are you breeding ewes or tups? Do you want to breed lambs  





























Of course the tups get the habit, they know what you’re going to 











Some people will put a dark tup to their darker ewes to keep the 
colour, or will try and keep them light. I prefer them mixed.  
White head and white legs, of course, and not too black,  
































you see it’s one thing and then another cos there’s always 
something that needs to be done and when it needs to be 
done it needs to be done well so there’s no point rushing 
it - there’s the passing of the year and the cycle of weather 
and things that always have to be done, one season 
slipping into the next with the eventual coming of heat in 
summer and cold in winter, and some things are never 
moved - like the Broughton tup sales on the last Tuesday 
of September and in Cockermouth on the following 
Saturday, the Swaledale sales in Hawes, the Herdwick Tup 
Fair in Keswick on the first Thursday after the third 
Wednesday in May - and other necessary things are fixed 
around these, like the preparing of tups, putting the yows 
to the tups, tending the yows, the job of lambing, the 
need to clip, gathering in the fell - oh, and then there’s 
gathering, that’s the best bit, and there’s the pleasure and 
pressure of the shows, readying the fat lambs, trips to 
market, inspections - there is always something to be 
done and if the weather’s against you or for you one thing 
will give way to another but never is there a day when 
there is nothing to be done, with mouths to feed and stock 
to check - although you can waste an awful lot of time 
watching a tup it’s true - time spent considering which tup 
to match with which ewe is never time wasted and you’ll 
need to watch the land and check for wall gaps and watch 
the ewes for signs of trouble or something amiss and keep 
a keen eye on the weather when a gather is needed, when 
your time is bound with others’ time, cos it’s not possible 
to gather a fell on your own and the dogs need watching 
and the young ones need training and inside the house in 
the kitchen there are meals to be made and washing to do 
and children have homework to do and there’s a business 
to run here - the paperwork’s never ending and the 
schemes are a nightmare - but there may always be time, 
a little bit of time, in the tupping season, to get out once 
a day to check your champion tup among the yows while 
in your head the counting’s going on in your mental 
calendar and while your body’s busy your mind’s thinking 
ahead beyond the rain and dark of winter to the spring 
nights and the coming of the lambs with their demand for 
your attention and they’ll be proof that your tupping plan 
paid off but it’s not time and nor will it ever be to take your 
eye from the yard and the fell and the stock because when 












  High on a hill, views stretch for miles 
 
  We stand in the field beside her house  
  Tup lambs in a cluster round the feed tray 
 
  It is as if she has the land folded into her 
 
/ into the memory of fingers curved into wool  
/ folded into laughter lines  
 
  the most beautiful scene, my view, my view from here 
  there’s no better place 
 
/ its dips and fells and the certainty of rock in her lilting voice  
/ cloud shadows on Highbarrow in the greys of her eyes 
 
  they’re trying to pay us not to farm 
  but they don't see how much it takes to care for this all this 
 
/ her gaze lifts from a pet lamb to the broad back of the Pennines  
 



















Bracken-brown cracks under foot 
And the moor grass catching sun gilds a crag 
    translates to my smile 
 
On the burnished fells, hoggs are wandering chocolate  
Lichen’s wet rust on rocks maps time  
And the river stirs peat to caramel 
 
Larch needles yellowed 
  touch them 
  the smell and stick of sap  
     on curious fingers 
 
The woods: lines of browns 
Channels of rain in bark, dark tears 
At my feet: nuts, fallen leaves, earth 
     brown scent rising 
 
A blackbird foraging is the rustle of leaves 
  the disturbance of browns  
  the emergence of worms 
 
A deer, in flight, cinnamon glimpse  
Above, bare birch branches 
Dried-blood veins on a sepia sky 
 
At home I wash the mud from my boots 
All that I take inside 










caught my eye 
 prehistoric double-U  
 against a grey sky 
   
  and the red of holly on a rise of rock 
  like a magnet draws me upwards 
 
the heron settles among alders by the beck 
 I remain high  
 and quiet 
 
bracken moving shows itself as a fox 
 tail up, darts,  
 merges back to brown  
 
from here I can see the valley’s tongue 
  the floor and the back of the mouth 
  and sheep, hundreds of them,  
jostling speech of this land 
  Hannah, Ivan, Stephen, James  
  voices rise 
 
below me, a kestrel holds air 
 wings trace rapid millimeters 
 tail as rudder, steadying 























It takes two years off their life,  
if they have lambs when they’re shearlings,  


































They’d be able to rear a lamb ok but if they’re going to go on the 
fell it’d stunt their growth. You can winter them and have them 
really fit in the spring, but when you turn them up onto the fell 
next summer, by the autumn they can be quite lean. The lambs’ve 
sorta drawn them in, taken their body strength. You’d be able to 



































These needles, we’ve had them for years and years and years, but we 
can’t buy them now at the same length. They’re all shorter and fatter, 

























































































scents of sheep, wool, shit, grass, mud, straw 
tasks held in walls of brick and sound 
bleats, hooves, the grinding of teeth 
our own talk in soft light, laughter  
and the hush, outside, of winter rain 
 things that build a farm 
 
weight of yow on my legs, pressing back 
her broad flanks between my thighs 
and head lolling, eyes staring to nowhere 
my fingers sunk in fleece, lanolin smooth 
never reach the skin, only wool 
 deep and primal warmth  
 
stitch by stitch I pass needle through clout  
into fleece, and out again, stitch over stitch 
this swaledale between my legs, still 
container for something wild, vital 
pulsing with the urge to be out  
 with wind, fell and sky  
 
before the final line of stitches I am guided  
check the tail’s free, put your hand right in  
I venture beneath the fleshy tail flap 
and there my skin finds skin 
a world that’s moist, warm, foreign 
 utterly sheep 
 
the last stitch and the final knot 
complete my small part in a cycle: 
hands, threads, twinters, ewes  
lines through land, lines of life  
I lift the sheep off the bale and I stand, 







Clouting the Twinters I  







stitched in the barn’s half-light 
turned out to the fell 
bloodlines flow in hands, flock, dogs 
past, present, future, folded into land 


































Clouting the Twinters II  
December 2014  







half-light turned out  stitched  
 
 

















past   folded future    into land 
 
 



















  I walk between fallen walls 
 
  step over sky caught in puddles 
 
   hawthorns catch my hair  
  in the fading 
 
 
 light of the shortest day 
dipping  
 
         I pull my hat over my ears 
 
   pass through 
     the old ways 
      each breath new 
  
 
        it is not a simple case of  
 
   looking back 
        or 
      looking forward 
 
    this midpoint : year’s pivot  
  
              change    and    constancy 




    clouds flare to orange 
 














turned out to the fell 


























I doubt you’ll see any of them out there. 





































































































































Your silhouette a patch of night 
In day’s winter white  
 
 
I in raven’s eye 
 as an arrow 
         through sky 
         through time 
 
Even the darkness has eyes 
Even the darkness has eyes 
 
 
Wind from the west drives in rain 
 Your blackness tilts 
 spirals through white, 
  hollow bones in freefall  
              
 
 
Queen of the fells, surveying folded land 
Playing in half rolls and banking 
 
Pushing empty space 
         
  towards   more emptiness 
 
 
I in raven’s eye 
 sweep   high 
         
Even the darkness has wings 
Even the darkness has wings 
 
 
Corvus Corax you speak your name 
 
   
  to the wind 
  to the fells 







Corvus Corax you speak your place 
 
 guttural voice of insight and feathers 
 
        
like rocks           split 
                            dropped 
                       on            rocks 
 
 
  pruk pruk          notice this land 
            toc          notice this sky 
         gronk, gronk         notice this stillness 
   kraa, kruk        and the passing of things 
 
 
Even the darkness sings 
Even the darkness sings 
 
I  in raven’s mind 
         weightless, fly 
 






  Cloud rider, carcass picker, thinker 
 
  You remain, wolf caller 
     long after the last howl 
 
 
Do you scoop up time in your wings 
 
   and throw it    to the wind 
 
   while the rest of the earth 
            keeps spinning? 
 
 
















my phone shows ‘unknown number’ 
a man who’s been out walking, calling me  
 
 there’s a sheep stuck in the beck 
 
my mind draws pictures of torrents and rain 
recalls the tale that Wordsworth told*  
 a sheep trapped, borne headlong  
 by the roaring flood, a child, bold 
 prisoner on a mid-stream rock  
 a father’s instinct, fairy tale ending 
 
I snap myself out of it, return to practical  
 describe the place 
I know it, find the grid ref, 
call the farmer 
 
it is dark when he calls back 
his door closed on the heavy night 
I imagine his feet just out of his boots 
the phone in broad hands 
 
 likely had been swept down the ghyll 
 found its way onto a rock 
 it’s white water there 
 
 a ewe - not long in lamb -  
 gone out to the fell just before Christmas 
 likely it had been there a while 
 we’ve brought it in and fed it 
 
two hundred years are held  
as if between silvered glass  
















snow had fallen thick 
 













































Gwyah way out , gwyah back out 
Gwyah way out , gwyah back out 
 
Nell, Nell 























































You never know  





































The weaker ones, I'll be selling them this year. That one, never 
been to the tup, should be plump, a three shear, never put the 
weight on. That one, shearling, ts'had diarrhoea. That one, 






































Clouting the Twinters, Returned  





   into land    twinter’s eye 
 
 
    future  in the  stitched  
 
  turned out  
 
   bloodlines flow to the fell 
 
     hands dogs  past 
 
   barn’s skyline  
 
 




   half light in flock 
 
 










Clouting the Twinters, Removed  





    bloodlines flow 
 
 
   barn’s hands turned out in future 
 
    in the past 
 
     folded skyline 
 
 
   stitched present into land 
 
 
    dogs caught  
 
   
    twinter’s eye 
 
    to the fell 
 
     flock 
 



















Twenty two geld – 




























The biggest problem is that if you don’t scan these,  






































One. One. One. 
Two. One. Two. 
Geld. Two. One. 















I scanned my friend on the kitchen table. Discovered she was 


















Ay, they’re pretty tough usually aren’t they,  
















If I end up with 110 per cent, 115 percent lambs, I’d be happy.  
The last few years I’ve been down to 105%. But I’d like to see a 


































in this wood I crawl 
 
oaks hunkered into hill 
I am hunkered into them 
 
all around us heather 
our bent and twisted forms 
against the steep sweep of hill 
as unlikely as a frozen dance  
 
I am humbled beside 
a three-foot-high tree 
trunk thinner than my wrist 
coppering in low winter sun 
its skin wrinkled as if knees  
 as if 
  these trees walked here 
 
   and stopped 
   a frieze of antiquity 
 
I have never seen such strong delicacy 
 
I am stumbled 
trespasser  

















I saw  boots 
  at rest by the door 
 
I once walked past them 
             past farm yards 
             latched kitchen doors 
 
from the grassy sea of fells 
Nab Scar, Fairfield, Hart Crag, Red Screes, 
Raise, Bow Fell, Helvellyn 
where I drank in views 
breathed in sky lark song 
drank tea and snacked 
sheltered from wind 
let go my rat-race life 
 
I imagined Wordsworth 
  compelled into poetry 
 
fancied myself the first 
  to step over that bog 
  onto that rock 
 the only one to see the misted ridges 
 rolling like breakers from the Irish Sea 
 before night descended 
 
I soaked up the land 
through the soles of my feet 
the pores of my skin 
 
not knowing, then, that boots clad  
in earth, mud, shit  
left standing at a door 
















green or grey 
colours of land and tasks pressed  
into plastic overclothes 
that meet the one sure prediction: 
 there will be weather 
 
rain, often sideways, temperamental 
    the penetration of mizzle 
    the drench of downpour 
    wind, sharp outside the shippon 
the cruel cold wave of rushed air 
as we ride the quad to the intakes 
and then there’s worse 
     the needled fall of hail 
 
sometimes it’s fair 
but even then we’ll wear these 
against the stuff of farming 
 sheep spittle, slavver on the thighs 
 of my shit-em-up trousers 
 mud from the ankles up 
 residue of puddles, urine 
 dog’s rub, dust, wool 
 and sometimes blood 
 
I learn the knack of extraction 
how to slough this second skin  
around upright wellies 
tops gaping, ready to be stepped into  
to be walked out  
















Lambing’s always alright innit? 
They either die at the beginning  

















Two nights ago it started snowing at seven. We were out til 






































































Most of the cows do fine left on their own. Now I’ve said that, 



















We sometimes put a dead lamb on the wall to give the crows  














Fox got one yesterday. Then there was a set of twins wasted, 






























































stilltime between day and night 
lambs slide 
     from belly to grass 
 
she tells me how to know: 
a yow alone in the lee of a wall  
will birth soon 
 
after sun’s sink 
the silhouettes of fells  
black as a swaledale’s head   
wall in this womb-dark land  
      beneath the prolapsed bruise of sky 
 
 
out of sight:     foxes 
   ice 
   carrion  
 
here:                newborn twins  
 
she shows me how to tell: 
feel here for the swell of first milk 
they will be ok 
 
a yow fights for breath  
blind human fingers feel  
for life in dark hope and find 
a wet arrival that meets earth 
as frost creeps in 
 
nine hundred to lamb 











time takes on a new  
     rhythm  
 
day folds into / night folds into / day after day / after day  
 
 
rounds of the farm 
 yard intake yard barn intake 
 feeding watching feeding fetching  
 
 
torches in the harsh black of night  
quad choking into life 
          
meals snatched 
     sleep halved 
 
nowhere else to focus  
only yows and lambs / lambs and lambs / lambs and yows 
 
 
hour upon hour / day after day / task after task  
 watching fetching lifting carrying guiding  
 
 
dealing with deaths  
 swearing at the foxes / the curse of April snow 
 carrion’s callous grab of eyes and tongues  
 burdens lodged in the weariness of bones 
 and small victories won in warm hands 
 marked with smiles / named / remembered 
   
 
little time to wonder  
at the gold stroke of sunrise 
or the pinking close of day 
 light’s coming and going  
 settles as bookends  
 around cold, danger and hope 











it's been steady  
it's been alright  
 
 
anyone who tells you they've had a great lambing time  
is lying 
anyone who tells you they've had no lambs dead 
they're lying  




each year it’s as if you’re stuck 
slow motion walking into wind 
on the high fells, always moving  
 just to stand up 
 just to stand still  
summoning every last scrap of strength 
and then finding more 




until eventually the wind heaves its final gusts 
and then there’s time 
to look back and breathe  
and count: more than it seemed  




now the intakes are alive 
young bodies filled out 
 black lambs with white faces  
 white lambs with black faces  
yows patient in the midst of play and hammering sucks 
 
 












smiles come with the warmth of the sun  
dark corners free of frost 
the relief of a full night’s sleep 
the straightening of backs  
 
and the grass 
  finally 
beginning to grow 
 
best time of year? 
walking up to the fell gate 
watching the mothers lead their lambs 
to their heafs 

























There’s some bonny black lambs  













































































































Third George Harrison 













Move that leg an inch. Another inch. 


















It’s like they’re being paid to not do what they’re not doing  
anyway. Farmers being paid not to farm. What happens if  
someone younger wants to step in? What will happen  














































I’m breathing in that scent again 
    wool, breath, shit 
the retreat of night’s rain  
in May morning air 
our conversations shift like clouds 
from winter and lambing to children 
to health to weather and will it hold  
into the afternoon, the price of wool, the futility 
of war in the east 
 
across the backs of shearlings  
I watch farmers with their aged tups  
feet planted on grass, heads 
as strong as fells  
 
judges take their time 
then nod 
 
around the pens I see Joe, Doris, Will,  
Hannah, Gavin, Jean, James, Andrew,  
Peter, Lizzie, Robert, Joyce, names  
blended now with conversations  
in the rain, mugs of tea, 
kitchens, yards, sheep 
and the knuckled hills 
 
if I were to draw a map of these names  
it would rest like a shawl over fells  
over footsteps of ancestors  
and the bones of treasured dogs 
each thread stitched  
common cares, common land                                             
 
I settle with the warmth of it  
feel almost at home 
yet my own links are scattered  
like wool on clipping day 
 
a throw with names from my clan 
would be more holes than threads 
mine is a small and landless map 
you could pop it in your pocket 
 










ear marked / under fold bitted near ear, cropped back ear 
smit marked / black D on near side ribs (lambs) 
 
 
house under stones, erratics, badger setts / marked land 
shipman knotts, nan bield, harter fells / marked maps  
 
 
ear marked / cropped and under key bitted near ear 
smit marked / red pop on near hook (twinters red pop on back of head) 
 
 
nine years waiting before making that first red pop / marked time 
weather seeped into skin (coloured by the time of year) / marked hands  
 
 
ear marked / under fold bitted far ear 
smit marked / red pop mid on both near and far mid ribs 
 
 
blood land walls hands feet, heft to heft, ewe to lamb / marked lines  
narrow trods and seasons’ browns and greens and wet / marked fells  
 
 
ear marked / cropped and punch holed near ear, cropped far ear 




paperwork mountain on the kitchen table / marked page 
lines of wind and rain (youth rests in the eyes) / marked face 
 
 
(this is where the) marks (are) / settled into fleece mind book and earth 
(this is where the) marks (are) / passed on passed on passed on  
 
 











the problem with them 
is they’re fast 
soon as you see em 
	 	 	 	 	 	 they’ve gone 
 
 
I skirt the crag and climb into a yew 
roost          featherless bird 
 
below me the river leaks into grass 
birch bursts fresh green while ash waits in winter 
water cascades from stone 
the land is soaked 
 
my face into wet wind 
it’s a long hour’s trudge from the valley floor 
to the roofless mouth of rocks 
poised above the dark belly of Small Water 
 
I climb into a cold cleft 
 
 




a glimpse of black against the sky 































































































































If I was a sheep,  






















I’m not hardened to it, even now,  












I’m happy to stay here, I like it 









































This is not 
what people want 
to read about 




I am in the cycle 
of living of dying 
 
I am caught 
in the passing of things 
 
I choose knowing 
over guessing 
 
and here is blood 
and hands that bring forth blood 
 
I watch up close 
first the prelude  
           then the death 
                      then the packaging 
 
before seasoning and gravy 

















the point of death rests on a knife edge  
life turned to meat  
trods and hefts irrelevant 
the weathering sky forgotten  
 
the point of death delivered by hands 
whose killing score in just one hour 
is four hundred  
(six or seven necks severed every minute) 
 
above the hands, oil-black eyes  
fuel each deep cut 
and the sharpening of the blade 
 
their chill could keep a carcass cold for weeks 
 
I am drawn into the line of hanging bodies 
that shiver and jolt with the last play  
of life and I am headless, struggling  
for breath in a lake of blood  
that runs rivers down drains 
 
I cannot find words 
neither prayer nor reason  
to plug the shadowed bottom of eyes 
that lock onto me 
leave me pinned 















dark ooze of water over stone 
rocks are islands in methane bog 
the wind strokes sedge spikes  
breathes cloud lower 
 
close up the unmistakable reek  
of death seeps from gaping ribs  
yellowed skin stretched to glass 
boned hull golden  
 
in the open jaw teeth at a slant  
flashes of flesh and gristle on bone 
eyes lost and antlers proud 
maggots in the last of the brain 
 
it’s a tough job cut thrust yank 
tissue and skin resist sinews tighten  
their last stubborn grip 
the head is free 
 
I leave the body twice defiled 
walk the valley scale a crag 
hide the skull its antlers fit my arm  
from pit to tip 
 
I will wait twelve waning moons  
while weathers and worms scour 
life’s last shreds out of this death 










'we see a thousand shades of green,  
like the Inuit see different kinds of snow' 
James Rebanks 100 
emerald moss on stone  
grass a tender breeze, pale  
wood sorrel, a kind of innocence 
and bog-grass, brushed under mist  
 
spring’s ecstatic unfurl of bracken  
midsummer birch mirrored in water  
gives shine against the dull huddle of nettles  
and there in a yaffle the flash of a woodpecker  
 
at home, paint peeling from the barn door  
remnants of work on wellington boots  
the barrow rust like flaked clods 
and blaze on inbye under sun  
 
fell tops feint in autumn dusk  
the joy of ash trees thriving 
hard-won flush of hawthorn after winter  
and on the bark, lichen’s lizard-scale creep  
 
the circular shine of crab apples  
fallen on mud, young acorns 
high grass ready for cutting 
and the half-lit fells on the night of the longest day  
 
five simple letters do not suffice  
there is no lexicon  
for this surround of life 
																																																						











Two thousand three hundred sheep,  
three tonnes of wool.  
 
We’re offered five hundred pound for that.  
 
Haulage might be a couple of hundred, then there's  
the gathering in and loading up time.  
If you use contractors they get  
ninety-pence a sheep.  
 



















Shearing’s all done through the feet.  





































The dogs can't handle it, and there's no water for them where 




































































And they’re huffing and a-puffing, coming on round to the back 
leg now, really getting down to the nitty gritty these boys. Yeah 
he’s got the best sheep left in the pen, down into the shoulder 
he goes, out to the hind leg. Got a good handle on that sheep, 









Just watch him go, there he goes, shearing up the back bone, 






































































the heat has burnt the blue from the sky 
a pale canvas for the play of swallows 
writing their place in the short summer of 
sultry air and the chatter of sparrows  
fills the morning yard 
 
last night was too hot to sleep  
 
this is not a time of lazing under leafy boughs  
no there are sheep to treat with bright blue  
that kills maggots and stains hands  
fleeces must be let loose in the fly-busy barn air 
and grass must be cut before the rain comes 
 
long days roll together  
 
last night the engine quietened at midnight 
after the third trailer-trip: ninety miles  
around the stubborn backs of fells 
to fetch sheep that strayed  
too far to be walked back 
 
  the hefting system here is breaking  
                                               slowly breaking down 
 
a thousand ewes on fenceless fells 
once stayed this side of the pass 
the neighbour’s flock on the other  
holding invisible borders  
that hang in the balance 
 











there are days in Cumbria 
when woollen hats are put to one side 
waterproofs neglected 
jumpers left empty 
for days 
the need for shade 
met by wide-brimmed hats 
and long light days 
are a relaxed breath 
of extra time that can be filled 













buds are paws  
pads in pink mittens  
when the flower opens  
as a tongue that tastes the bees  
speaks a red code in dots and patches  
like a map that shows urban growth  
or the size of farms or floods  
or species loss  
 
the minutiae of life  
hidden in soft skin 
















This year was the best turn out of sheep we’ve had.  





















































 It was lovely to meet u. 
Thank you for doing the rosettes,  



































































Poem for a Cake	
	
 
heart and hearth 
the family is the kitchen 
well used, well loved 
here time is eaten 
truths are spoken 
bread is broken 
beyond the window 









I'm not one for poetry but I like that, I like that, I really do.  




















































Centuries past colour this blood, 
















In this mouth: land, lineage, tales, 






















































Poem for Rosettes I 





Centuries past colour this blood, 
carry poise, privilege, future lambs. 
 
This strong body: fell-scented stock, 
far-sighted, held in skillful hands. 
 
In this mouth: land, lineage, tales, 
hill-bred, weather-fed, triumph, time. 
 
These firm legs: deep-rooted here, 









Poem for Rosettes II 
Matterdale & St John’s Sheep Show 
(rearranged according to the order of awards 




Centuries past colour this blood, 
carry pauses, privilege, future lambs. 
 
These firm legs: deep-rooted here, 
fine fettle, well-hefted, pride in line. 
 
In this mouth land lingers, tales, 
hill-bred, weather-fed, triumph, time. 
 
This strong body: fell-scented stock, 


















On the hill that summer’s day, grey cloud hung low  
                                                                 like a lid.  
Under foot, wet grass, bracken, and tormentil standing in for sun. 
We passed Low Bridge Beck and Shepherd Gill, 
Walked beneath broad bog patches and Dawson Pike, 
Tracing the wall, holding the line between intake and fell. 
 
We looked back along Duddon Valley, over Turner Hall, 
Onto a land of crag, fells, screes, tarns, trees and sky, 
Onto distant ridges of England’s highest crumbs of earth,  
Across trails shadowed by shepherds, for generations, 
While above, two ravens, silhouettes, soared. 
 
Michael’s hands raised rocks as big as lambs, and heavier. 
As stones were lifted, passed and teased into spaces, 
And boulders hauled from the chill flow of a beck, 
Gentle banter and laughter, like moss on rock, formed  
                 around the edges of this symphony of work. 
 
These walls, land’s bones borrowed and stitched by man, 
May stand, unchanged, for a century. But on a farm this size  
There are always gaps, forced by unforgiving rains and snow. 
Today two hundred stones are fetched, fitted, back in place,  
                                Two gaps, three men, one rhythm.  
 
Now the valley has a gap                         a man gone, a rare breed. 
There’s that many, says Anthony, raising four fingers of a weather-worn hand,  
That many young ones in Cumbria who could take over a farm. 
















We have to gather on foot, because there’s no way you’ll  
gather with a quad bike. There is nothing that will change.  
In five hundred years’ time if it is all surviving,  
















































































It’s getting harder to gather em in, the hefting system’s 






















































watching for rocks my breath tugging me uphill  
eyes on the fells on the sheep on the dogs  
feet doing the thinking 
 
I am gathered into the land I gather the land in 
map it in my body each ridgeline each step 
each sight a memory deep as wombscent 
imprinted the stone of a crag 
the wind on a ridge the clatter of feet 
racing down scree 
 
it is simple  
and it is far from simple 
this being with land 
this fetching of flocks 
 
land passed down through hands 













bent fingers are events 
time spelt in form  
grip on a horn 
feedbag hauled from the floor  
slam of a gate 
 
do hands get bigger the harder they work? 
tightness around the knife 
that scrapes the rotted hoof 
or sightless, probes the wet of womb 
and makes a quick cut of cords 
skinning of the dead 
 
and softer with the gentle things? 
deep warmth of wool 
the curl round a crook 
cradling your baby 
 
skin earthed brown maps tasks in lines 
rain washed lanolin smooth 
each nail tip a curve of black 
dark stuff of a day’s work 
matter from the yard 
as if to underline 
 
 in hands : land 















heart and hearth 
 
 
each wall crag and trod  
beneath the unmovable skyline 
grows from roots in the kitchen 
with kettle warm, clothes drying, food cooking  
and chairs pulled round a table piled with paperwork 
 
every step in this valley 
to move the flock 
to gather them in  
to set them out  
to check lambs 
 
all these steps on the fells 
drawn back, as if by a magnet 
with the kitchen 
as its pull 
 
so lines of wellies by the back door 
are twinned with sphagnum moss,  
and furrowed brows and cups of tea 
blend with crags where peregrines play 
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Epilogue		
	
	
At	the	end	of	two	years	with	farmers	and	the	process	of	developing	my	own	work,	it	is	
now	possible	to	reflect	on	what	has	arisen:	both	what	I	have	learnt,	and	how	I	have	
presented	this.		
	
In	my	introduction,	I	discussed	a	history	of	literature	that	over-sentimentalises	the	Lake	
District	National	Park	as	a	place,	and	whose	content	and	form	romanticise	hill	farming,	
or	eulogise	it	as	a	culture	that	is	passing	away.	My	experiences	alongside	hill	farmers	
proved	neither	of	these	viewpoints	to	be	an	absolute	truth,	yet	both	do	come	through	in	
my	writing.		
	
This	is	a	consequence	of	a	paradox	that	has	continued	for	centuries:	on	the	one	hand,	
there	is	the	resilience	of	farming	in	the	midst	of	a	landscape	of	fells	and	valleys	that	is	
immutable;	and	on	the	other	hand,	there	are	threats	to	traditional	farming,	and	farmers	
frequently	talk	to	me	about	reductions	in	sheep	numbers,	closure	of	farms	and	their	
concerns	about	the	break-down	of	the	hefting	system.	There	is	a	persistence	as	well	as	a	
struggle;	constancy	as	well	as	change.	There	is	a	second	paradox:	that	beauty	and	
harshness	can	exist	in	the	same	space.	All	these	elements	have	stimulated	a	style	of	
writing	that	contains	both	romantic	and	raw	language,	and	neat	form	as	well	as	form	
that	is	uncontained	by	a	page.	
	
My	writing	has	evolved	to	contain	these	paradoxes:	it	offers	an	expression	of	continuity	
as	well	as	an	unpredictable	future;	it	presents	idyllic	representations	of	natural	scenes	
as	well	as	the	pragmatic	aspects	of	farming.	Furthermore,	my	choice	of	form	embodies	
the	landscape	and	the	farming	practices	that	take	place	within	it	–	not	by	harking	back	
to	a	past	described	by	other	writers	or	by	projecting	forward	to	an	imagined	future	
(although	these	are	acknowledged),	but	primarily	by	drawing	on	present-day	
experiences,	observations	and	voices.	Farming	is	an	evolving	practice,	emerging	and	
creating	itself	from	day	to	day,	to	fit	as	well	as	it	can	in	its	environment,	responding	to	
changes	as	they	arise.	The	poetry	in	this	thesis	reflects	the	complexity	of	upland	farming	
as	well	as	its	resilience	and	its	evolution,	with	an	ability	to	contain	paradoxes	and	
unpredictability,	to	remain	rooted	in	traditions,	and	yet	still	move	forward.		
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Within	ten	minutes	
The	ewe	is	grazing	again	
Calling	her	new-born	lamb	
To	stiffen	its	hinges,	
To	come	and	ease	her	udder.	
Already	they	are	practising	
Their	recognition	signals,	
The	particular	bleat	and	smell,	
Printing	the	map,	
The	trods	to	be	followed.		
	
	
	
	 	 From	Imprinted		by	Tom	Rawling	
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